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ABSTRACT
Security is one of the top concerns when moving the IT infrastructure and the business data to
the cloud. Three common service models in the cloud are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform As a Service (PaaS), and Software As a Service (SaaS). The focus of this work is to
address the security concerns in the IaaS model. Specifically, in the IaaS model, virtual machines
are often cloned from the templates to provide rapid deployment for customers. Attacks on the
VM template can be catastrophic because the attacks will be replicated numerous times and
negatively impact every new virtual machine, which is going to be created. Therefore, how do
we prove the authenticity of the VM templates and how do we protect VM templates from being
manipulated? If cryptophytic approach is applied, how long will it take to authenticate VM
templates? This article studied related work and proposed a cryptography based solution to
authenticate VM templates. Real virtual machine templates of different sizes were used to
measure the performance of different approaches. The results show that a PKI-like strong
authentication approach is not unacceptable to be used in real cloud computing environment.
This study is derived from a security course project. Students learned the basics of cryptography
and began to apply their knowledge in a real world setting. The study provides insights and
benefits for both the cloud consumers and the cloud providers.
1. BACKGROUND
In a network security class, students learned the basics about how to provide confidentiality
using either symmetric key encryption or asymmetric key encryptions. They have also been
taught how to provide authenticity by applying techniques with Message Authentication Code
(MAC). In this work, students were challenged to explore how the cryptography knowledge can
be applied in real world settings. Specifically, students were encouraged to first study security
concerns in cloud computing. They were then been asked to discover how cryptography can be
used to enhance security in cloud computing. In order to evaluate how practical the proposed
approach, they were instructed to establish a testing environment to measure the performance
penalties by measuring the additional time overhead introduced due to message digest and
encryptions. Essentially, the goal of this project and the research work is to raise students
knowledge level from simply remembering, understanding, applying, to analyzing, evaluating
and creating in the revised Bloom’s taxonomy [13].
To facilitate such tasks in the classroom, basic concepts on cryptograph were covered during the
first half of the semester. Concepts, such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity,
and non-repudiation were introduced. Modern Cryptography theories and algorithms were
explained in details. Students learned that symmetric encryption could provide confidentiality.
Algorithm and constructions include DES, Triple DES, AES, block cipher mode, and stream
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cipher (one time pad and salsa20). Cryptographically secure hashing algorithms were then
introduced to elaborate how to provide integrity. The course covered MD5, SHA1, SHA2 and
SHA3. This leads to the discussion on Message Authentication Code (MAC) where message
digest are further protected by symmetric encryption with a shared secure key K. The concept of
asymmetric encryption was then discussed to illustrate how it can be used to establish a secure
session and provide message authentication by signing the message digest with the private key.
Common public key based cryptography, such as Diffie-Hellmen key change, RSA, and Elliptic
Curves are explained in details during the lecture.
The course does not require students to write secure code to implement the cryptography
libraries. The goal is to help students understand what building blocks are and how they can be
used appropriately to secure data at rest and in transmit. A few assignments were developed
around the Cryptool [14] so that students can see how data is transformed during encryption and
hashing process and be able to build a simple project that connects multiple blocks to fulfill
security requirements. While homework was able to raise students’ learning up to level 3 in
Bloom’s taxonomy, the project was really designed to push students’ learning to the next level.
In this article, we present a work developed from this course project. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the research topic, virtual machine template validation
in the cloud computing environment. Section 3 reviews the currently practices implemented by
industry followed by proposed the approach in Section 4. The work is then evaluated on both
Mac and PC platforms on time penalties in Section 5 and it is concluded in Section 6.
2. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Providers present an efficient way for providing Cloud Computing environment for their
Cloud Consumers. According to the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
(NIST) definition published in the NIST Special Publication SP 800-145, “Cloud Computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” [1, 2].
This definition of NIST about Cloud computing presents five important characters of Cloud
Computing, which are as follows:






On-demand self-service
Resource pooling
Measured services
Broad network accesses
Rapid elasticity

Therefore, Cloud Consumers are able to run, manage, and host Cloud services and applications,
anytime and anywhere that they want. There are three common service models in the cloud,
which are Infrastructure As a Service (IaaS), Platform As a Service (PaaS), and Software As a
Service (SaaS). Definitions of each of them are as follows:
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IaaS provides servers, storage, networks, and operating systems for Cloud Consumers.
Therefore, Cloud Consumers are able to run any applications and operating systems of
their own choice on the resources, which were provided by the Cloud Provider in the
IaaS.



PaaS provides a set of tools and services designed to make coding and deploying those
applications quick and efficient. Thus, Cloud Consumers are able to build their own
cloud web applications.



SaaS provides applications, which are designed for end-users and delivered over the web.
Therefore, Cloud Consumers are able to use online applications. In this level of service
model, Cloud Consumers need to be authorized to use provided online applications [3].

NIST has published its Cloud Computing Reference Architecture in the Special Publication SP
500-292. In the presented Architecture, NIST tries to provide an easy way of understanding the
operational intricacies in Cloud Computing [2]. There are five different parts in the NIST Cloud
Computing Reference Architecture, which are Cloud Consumer, Cloud Provider, Cloud Auditor,
Cloud Broker, Cloud Carrier [4].
Chandramouli, R., Iorga, M., and Chokhani, S. (2014) discussed cryptographic key management
issues and challenges in Cloud services. As shown in Figure 1, Cloud Consumers’ visibility and
accessibility to “Security and Integration” layer are different based on different Cloud service
models. [3].

Figure 1. Accessibility and visibility to different layers of Cloud service models (Courtesy of CIO Research Council
[CRC])

Figure 1 shows that when moving from SaaS to PaaS, cloud consumers gain access to the APIs
provided by Cloud providers and are able to customize applications based on their needs.
However, it is the cloud consumers’ responsibility to secure the applications developed. In the
case of IaaS, cloud consumers can rent their own virtual servers and hosts and then install
necessary services and deploy their own applications as if they are working in a real physical IT
environment. Cloud consumers will have more control of their IT infrastructure but also has to
shoulder more responsibilities to secure their systems, virtual OS and applications.
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It worth noting that the use of Virtual Machines may potentially benefit an organization not only
from the perspective of cost, but also the point of view of security. Di Costanzo et al. (2012)
pointed out the main benefits of deploying virtual machines are as follows:


Server consolidation, which lets system administrators place the workloads of several
underutilized servers in fewer machines;



The ability to create VMs to run legacy code without interfering with other applications’
APIs;



Improved security through the creation of sandboxes for running applications with
questionable reliability; and



Performance isolation, letting providers offer some guarantees and better quality of
service to customers’ applications [6].

In cloud computing environment, a new virtual machine is most likely cloned directly from VM
templates. Vulnerabilities exist in the templates will be greatly magnified and spread all over the
entire cloud environment. An attacker can have direct knowledge about the standard VM
configurations, patch levels, and detailed code by simply renting a new virtual server as an
innocent customer. A related security problem is that an image can be taken from untrustworthy
sources, where a VM template could have been manipulated so as to provide backdoor access by
attackers.
In a study led by Grobauer et al. (2011), general cloud computing related vulnerabilities are
examined. Two major vulnerabilities identified in the cloud computing environment are, ‘virtual
machine escape’ and insecure or obsolete cryptography. The term ‘virtual machine escape’
describes a type of attack when the attacker can escape form a virtualized environment and be
able to directly interact with the underlying hyper visor layer and thus posing a severe threat to
the host running the virtual machines and other virtual machines that running on the same host.
Insecure or obsolete cryptography attack occurs when attackers can exploit the vulnerabilities of
the cryptography technique itself or the implementation issues of a sound cryptography
approach. Either way, it is possible for attackers to turn strong encryptions into weaker
encryptions or even no encryptions at all. In the wave of ever increasing adoptions of cloud
computing paradigm, it is impossible not to apply cryptography to protect data confidentiality
and integrity in the cloud. Cryptography related vulnerabilities are therefore highly relevant and
more significant when addressing security in cloud computing environment [5].
In this work, we investigate various cryptographic operations when securing VM templates. In
IaaS model, a Cloud Consumer deploys its own computing resources in the form of virtual
machines (VMs) or leases them from the Cloud Provider. VM templates need to be authenticated
by both the Cloud Provider and the Cloud Consumer to ensure they are from authorized sources
and have not been tempered in the transfer process. In order to mitigate the authentication of the
VM in the cloud, Cloud Provider can use three different cryptographic techniques, listed as
follows:
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A. VM Template Authentication Using Digital Signature
As Figure 2 shows, VM templates can be signed by using Cloud Provider’s private key. The
process of authentication is as follows [3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Cloud Provider signs VM with its own private key.
The Cloud Provider sends the signed VM to the Verification Engine.
The Cloud Provider sends the public key to the Cloud Consumer.
The Cloud Consumer sends the public key to the Verification Engine.
The Verification Engine verifies the authentication of VM template.

Figure 2. VM template authentication using digital signatures

The potential issues of this approach are:
a) The Cloud Provider needs to protect private key from unauthorized use and disclosure.
b) The Cloud Provider needs to provide its own public key in a trusted way to each Cloud
Consumer.
c) The Cloud Consumer needs to protect private key from unauthorized modifications.
B. VM Template Authentication Using Cryptographic Hash Functions
As Figure 3 shows, using Cryptographic Hash Functions, such as SHA-256, can authenticate VM
templates. This approach doesn’t need any key management. The process of authentication is as
follows [3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

VM will be send to the Verification Engine and Hashing Engine.
The Hashing Engine computes the hash value of VM template.
The Hashing Engine sends the hash value of VM template to the Cloud Provider.
The Cloud Provider sends the hash value of VM template to the Cloud Consumer.
The Cloud Consumer sends the hash value of VM template to the Verification Engine.
The Verification Engine verifies the authentication of VM template by creating the hash
of VM template and comparing it with the one, which was received form the Cloud
Consumer.
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Figure 3. VM Template Authentication Using Cryptographic Hash Function

C. VM Template Authentication Using Message Authentication Code (MAC)
As Figure 4 shows, using Message Authentication Code (MAC) can authenticate VM templates.
The process of authentication is as follows [3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Cloud Provider uses a secret key and keyed hash function to create a MAC.
The Cloud Provider sends the MAC to the Verification Engine.
The Cloud Provider sends secret key to the Cloud Consumer.
The Cloud Consumer sends secret key to the Verification Engine.
The Verification Engine verifies the authentication of VM template.

Figure 4. VM Template Authentication Using Message Authentication Code (MAC)
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There are some points that need to be considered here, which are as follows:
a) The Cloud Provider needs to create and protect a secret key from unauthorized use
and disclosure.
b) The Cloud provider needs to provide the secret key in a trusted way to each Cloud
Consumer.
c) The Cloud Consumer needs to protect the secret key from unauthorized
modifications.
All the models presented above have the following common concerns:
1. How does the Cloud Consumer communicate securely with the Verification Engine to
provide the public key and to obtain the verification results? We may have to assume
secure communications such as TLS/SSH are correctly implemented and deployed.
2. How does the Cloud Consumer and Verification Engine provide mutual authentication?
Can any exiting protocols be directly applied in this context?
3. If solutions exist to address the above concern, why not to apply the same approach such
that the VM template can be trusted directly by the Cloud Consumer and forego the extra
steps of to trust the Verification Engine?
4. How to securely protect the keys or key pairs? If someone somehow gets the key (pair),
they will have access to the VM needs to be protected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents related works by using explanation of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud.
Proposed cryptographic architecture for VM template authentication is illustrated in Section 3,
followed by implementation and evaluation of proposed work in Section 4. Finally paper
concludes in Section 5 where recommendations and future work are presented.
3. RELATED WORK
In addition to the work described in Section 1, we need to examine how security is currently
implemented in real life by investigating the security model of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud.
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is the central part of Amazon.com's Cloud Computing
platform, Amazon Web Services (AWS). EC2 allows business subscribers and users to rent
virtual computers to run their own computer applications. EC2 provides scalable deployment of
applications to cloud consumers through web services such that an instance OS image with the
desired software can be created on demand. The term ‘elastic’ refers to the fact that users have
flexibility to start and stop the instances as needed and they are only charged for the time when
the servers are active and for the actual computing resources they have rented, such as the
number of the CPU cores, the amount of RAMs, and etc.. In addition, EC2 provides users with
control over the geographical location of instances to enable latency optimization and high levels
of redundancy. In theory, the EC2 can provision unlimited number of virtual machines. It also
provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud to make web-scale computing easier for
developers [7, 8, 9, 10].
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3.1 Cryptographic Architecture of Amazon EC2
Based on the documents described in Amazon EC2 [8], we inferred the Cryptographic
Architecture of Amazon EC2is likely to be the process illustrated in Figure 5:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Cloud Provider signs the VM with its own public key.
The Cloud Provider sends the signed VM template to the Verification Engine.
The Cloud Provider sends the private key to the Cloud Consumer.
The Cloud Consumer sends the public key to the Verification Engine.
The Verification Engine verifies the authentication of the VM template.

Figure 5. Cryptographic Architecture of Amazon EC2

3.2 Concerns in Amazon EC2
There are some concerns in the Amazon EC2 as well, which are as follows [11]:
1. Amazon is in control of your data
 You don't know where it is stored or how it is stored, and you have no control over
the physical access mechanisms to that data.
2. Let's assume that Amazon is doing everything right.
 What if Amazon has a major, prolonged outage?
 What if they go out of business?
 What if someone sues them and obtains a blanket subpoena to all data to which
Amazon has access?
3. The Amazon S3 cloud storage infrastructure is weakly secured.
 The nature of the ACLs and the fact that data in the cloud is not encrypted means,
however, that it is possible for you to accidently enable public access to a bucket.
Amazon EC2 provides a very helpful environment as a Could Computing Provider. However, if
Cloud Consumers cannot trust this environment’s security, they will not be able to use it.
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4. PROPOSED WORK
Based on the materials in Section 1 and 2, we came up with a new Cryptographic VM template
authentication model, as shown in Figure 6. The process of VM template authentication is as
follows:
1. The Hashing Engine creates the hash value of the VM template and sends it to the Cloud
Provider.
2. The secret key in the Signing Engine will sign VM template and its hash value.
3. The Cloud Provider signs the VM template with its own public key.
4. The Cloud Provider sends E(k, VM || H(VM)) to the Verification Engine.
5. The Cloud Provider sends the secret key and H(VM) to the Cloud Consumer.
6. The Cloud Consumer sends the secret key and H(VM) to the Verification Engine.
7. The Verification Engine verifies the authentication of VM template.

Figure 6. Our recommended Cryptographic VM template authentication

Some points need to be considered here:



This model can be viewed as a combination of the previous models. Therefore, an attacker
getting access to the secret key alone is not able to comprise the VM template because the
attacker needs to manipulate H(VM) as well.
In the proposed architecture, disclosure of either H(VM) or the secret key will not break the
authentication of the VM template.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed work, we first created VM templates of difference
sizes. A VM template of Windows Server 2003 (with no additional applications) are generated
using VMware vCenter 5.5. The size of the virtual disk is 2.02 GB and is labeled as ‘small’ in
this study. A template of Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, with LAMP server, mySQL server installed with

default databases are generated using the same approach. The size of the template is about 5.58
GB, and is labeled as ‘Medium’ in the study. We were not able to find exact VM template with a
size significantly larger the Ubuntu server, so we artificially created a file with a size of 10.74GB
to simulate a large .vmdk file. By varying the sizes of VM templates, crypto algorithms, and key
sizes, we can gain better understanding if the time spent on cryptographically based
authentication approach is practical in real world use. We should mention that the whole process
of the proposed architecture’s implementation has been done on two different platforms. A Mac
Book Pro laptop and a PC desktop. The hardware specs of the testing machines are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. Testing Platform
Macbook Pro 2013

PC. Dell Optilex 7010

OS

Mac OS X 10.9.5

Windows 7 Pro, SP1, Enterprise, 64bit

CPU

Intel Core i5-3210 dual-core @ 2.5G Hz

Intel Core i7-3770 Quad core @ 3.4G Hz

RAM

8GB PC3-12800 DDR3 SDRAM

16GB PC3-12800 DDR3 SDRAM

Storage

128 GB SSD

1TB SATA2

Mac was based on BSD kernel. So when measuring the time penalties, we can easily get reports
on real %e, user %U, and sys %S, which corresponding to elapsed real time (in seconds), total
number of CPU-seconds that the process spent in user mode, and total number of CPU-seconds
that the process spent in kernel mode, respectively. However, in Windows Operating systems, it
is not easy to retrieve time information in a similar format. Instead, only totally elapsed time was
reported in only testing environment. So the results used in this study will be total elapsed time.
We understand this is not the most accurate way to measure time cost by the encryption, but in
real life, there was not a single system was designed to run crypto either. So, this imperfection in
measuring can convincingly reflect the real overhead in a real system.
5.1 Hash Functions
In the first set of experiments, we measured the H(VM) with several major Cryptographic
Hashing Functions [12]. We chose different hash function to be able to compare them and chose
the best match for our proposed Architecture. Results of H(VM)’s Execution time are shown in
the Table 2. As seen from the results, the CPU processing time of hashing is basically linear to
the size of the VM templates. SHA-384 and SHA-512 has similar processing time due to the fact
the construction of the hashing are very similar. An interesting to note was SHA-256 process
time is actually longer time than SHA-384 and SHA-512. This is because SHA-384 and SHA512 are 64bit based and were designed specifically for the 64 bit computing environment, versus
SHA-256 is 32 bit based. As a result, the number of blocks needed in SHA-384 and SHA-512
are only about half of the case in SHA-256. PC consistently scores better in the hashing category.
Apparently, a more powerful processor helped in this process.
5.2 Symmetric Encryption and Decryption Execution Time
In this section, execution time for E(k, VM || H(VM)) with SHA-512 are evaluated. For
Symmetric Encryption, the secret key is generated with the following commands in the
OpenSSL:
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openssl dsaparam -out dsaparam.pem 2048
openssl gendsa -out secretkey.pem dsaparam.pem

We chose different encryptions and decryptions to make a comparison between execution time
of them. Thus, we will be able to find the best match for our presented architecture. Results of
E(k, VM || H(VM))’s execution time are shown in the Table 2.
Table 2. H(VM) Execution Time
Hash Functions
MD4

MD5

SHA

SHA-1

SHA-256

SHA-384

SHA-512

Size

Mac (Real)

PC (Real)

Small

0m5.728s

0m3.967s

Medium

0m15.470s

0m10.694s

Large

0m29.649s

0m20.019s

Small

0m6.947s

0m5.685s

Medium

0m19.112s

0m15.913s

Large

0m37.484s

0m29.944s

Small

0m7.033s

0m5.272s

Medium

0m19.651s

0m14.210s

Large

0m37.260s

0m27.458s

Small

0m7.648s

0m5.231s

Medium

0m20.697s

0m14.768s

Large

0m40.020s

0m27.308s

Small

0m13.792s

0m10.944s

Medium

0m39.868s

0m30.645s

Large

1m16.719s

0m58.144s

Small

0m8.892s

0m7.566s

Medium

0m24.868s

0m21.266s

Large

0m48.660s

0m38.797s

Small

0m9.041s

0m7.274s

Medium

0m24.560s

0m20.577s

Large

0m46.744s

0m38.258s

Table 3. E (k, VM || H(VM)) Execution Time
Symmetric Encryption
DES

3DES

AES

Size

Mac (Real)

PC (Real)

Small

0m37.106s

0m31.275s

Medium

2m2.321s

1m30.472s

Large

3m21.193s

2m45.467s

Small

1m31.219s

1m16.655s

Medium

4m19.091s

3m30.084s

Large

8m6.487s

6m41. 988s

Small

0m21.912s

0m14.863s

Medium

1m3.260s

0m41.206s

Large

2m3.969s

1m30.394s
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Results of Table 3 reinforced the common believe that 3DES is three times slower than DES
whereas the processing time of AES is significantly less than that of 3DES. It can also be
inferred from Table 3 that the processing time of the encryption is basically proportional to the
size of the VM templates. Practically, two minutes overhead for authenticating a VM template
of 10GB is certainly bearable for many businesses scenarios. In the encryption category, PC
platform still has a better performance and mostly spend about 15%-20% less time to perform
calculations.
The reverse process, D(E(k, VM || H(VM))), are shown in Table 4. Mac shows similar trend in
terms of processing time. Oddly, PC scores much worse than Mac and also is even much worse
than its own encryption process. From theoretical point of view, the process time for symmetric
encryption and decryption should be similar. We speculate the abnormal results might have
something to do with how data was stored on hard drive. This because the .vmdk file was copied
to a fairly empty partitions when the experiments begin. Chances are those data were stored in
continuous blocks. When generating encrypted by using OpenSSL, it is likely the encrypted file
are fragmented and saved to multiple data blocks. Mac has a SSD, which has great random read
and write performance and is less likely subject to fragmented data problem. The PC has a
regular hard drive, so fragmented the blocks could impact the performance greatly. Further
investigations are needed to identify the root cause of slow decryption time on PC.
Table 4. D(E(k, VM || H(VM))) Execution Time
Symmetric Decryption
DES

3DES

AES

PC (real)

Size

Mac (real)

Small

0m36.952s

1m1.661s

Medium

2m45.853s

2m22.049s

Large

3m13.088s

4m17.622s

Small

1m29.764s

1m29.738s

Medium

4m11.980s

4m21.189s

Large

8m3.999s

8m22. 620s

Small

0m21.880s

0m27.052s

Medium

0m59.951s

1m28.679s

Large

1m55.820s

2m59.957s

5.3 Testing Accuracy of the Experiment
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The execution time was much lower that we had expected for files at a size of 10GB. We had
doubted about implementations and tried to do validate the implementations by Encrypting and
Decrypting text files to see if the original messages can be obtained during the process .We were
certain that the time we measured are within the normal range. In addition, we performed
benchmarking tests on both computers. Findings are summarized in Table 5. All the numbers
represent how many bytes can be processed in 3 seconds, which means, the higher the number,
the faster the processing time. For hashing algorithms, it is evident that system benefits greatly
from large data block sizes. Since there are not many disk write operations, processors and the
RAM are likely the factors that impact the results. In the case of encryption (des, 3des, and aes),
there are two interesting observations. The first is that system does not perform any better when
large data block were used. As a matter of fact, block sizes made no difference in our

experiments. The second observation is that PC performs no better than Mac in the case of AES
despite of its much powerful processor and much larger RAM. In particular, for the case of AES256 encryption with 8KB block, SSD with less powerful CPU and RAM outperforms the HDD
(cluster size 4KB) with more powerful CPU and RAM. While additional investigation is
necessary, our hypothesis was that disk I/O performance might be the bottleneck of the AES-256
encryption on OpenSSL (version 0.97) implementations and having block size larger than the
cluster size of the file system will slow down the operations on a HDD based system.
Table 5. Related OpenSSL Benchmarking Results
Operations
MD4
MD5
SHA-1
SHA-256
SHA-512
DES
3DES
AES-256

Platforms

16B Block

64B Block

256B Block

1KB Block

8KB Block

Maci5

51422.15k

161074.82k

387403.68k

585416.78k

688846.05k

PCi7

95098.60k

286491.91k

687404.44k

1056829.30k

1239849.61k

Maci5

39204.28k

116153.89k

257547.14k

370481.44k

422008.23k

PCi7

67338.50k

197004.50k

438914.14k

512255.83k

605758.67k

Maci5

42582.87k

121534.70k

260943.62k

369820.19k

430266.03k

PCi7

75099.70k

205422.04k

463857.02k

670877.88k

786626.53k

Maci5

30254.03k

70438.90k

121930.31k

157984.64k

166588.50k

PCi7

55576.89k

126657.56k

219710.07k

272507.29k

289763.92k

Maci5

21299.33k

84440.76k

149541.51k

225711.18k

264163.80k

PCi7

45124.76k

179998.54k

280289.35k

396235.77k

451330.05k

Maci5

65800.05k

68173.99k

68707.40k

68948.40k

68913.58k

PCi7

75994.17k

78088.93k

78995.18k

78800.74k

78771.97k

Maci5

25291.95k

25521.22k

25692.22k

25698.47k

25680.38k

PCi7

29156.43k

27402.04k

29056.17k

29451.13k

29518.60k

Maci5

101389.37k

104543.35k

104795.13k

104953.81k

105475.94k

PCi7

101275.21k

106996.69k

107924.72k

109735.81k

89257.30k

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
VM template authentication approach proposed in current literature includes digital signature,
hash functions or MAC. However, using only one of them cannot make the highest security. For
example, by disclosure of the private key in the Digital Signature method, an attacker is able to
temper the VM template easily. Due to the extreme importance of VM templates, we proposed a
feasible approach to the problem of VM template authentication. Our work differs from existing
work in that a cryptographic architecture for VM template authentication in IaaS environment is
proposed with strong authentication and acceptable performance. Since both digital signature and
hash value are required for VM Template authentication, attackers need to break both the
encrypted VM template and be able to modify the secure hashing value of the VM template. The
proposed architecture is therefore providing strong authentication and better security protection.
From security perspective, we also recommend that Cloud Providers to follow the practices listed
below:
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The Cloud Consumer should use SSL or SSH to establish a secure session with the VM
template integrity verification engine.
Users must encrypt EVERYTHING at every level in the cloud.
Users need to design a backup structure that enables them to pull their entire application
state out of one cloud into another cloud, a managed hosting infrastructure, or their own
office.
In particular, a user should be able to start up his/her entire application from his/her
offsite back at another location with minimal trouble.
Users need to pay more attention in keeping keys secure.
We recommend Using SHA-512 as a hash function and AES as an
Encryption/Decryption for striking the balance of high security and great performance.

We are also interested in investigating more about the role of user vulnerabilities across Cloud
Environment. Moreover, we would like to test our proposed architecture on a high performancecomputing environment to see how it impacts the results on the server platform. In addition, we
are interested in evaluate how network traffic impact the performance of proposed architecture.
From pedagogy perspective, this course project encourages students to become the master of the
subject by encourage them to create and evaluate a solution in the real world settings. Due to
time constraints, formal assessment was not conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the
approach. In future, more types of instruments need to be designed and implemented to measure
students’ true learning outcomes.
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